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Need to Sell this Year?
August is the time to talk about getting your house on the market for a
fall sale. This will be an unusual fall, as many new buyers may decide to
jump into the market before the year is up and rates rise.

Schedule a Listing Consultation 317-731-2150

Financial Confidence
Shaken? Do this…

If these past months have shaken your
financial confidence, then it's time to
get back to basics. A personal financial
audit isn't at the top of everyone's
fun-time activities. But it's critical for
sharpening the saw, getting a razor's
edge for conquering what comes next.

A complete audit would include:

• Savings & disaster preparedness
• Debt & repayment plans
• Income generation
• Credit profile
 Investments
 New life goals
 Insurance coverages
 Tax reduction

See this post from The Confused
Millennial for guidance (even if you're
not a millennial or confused).
www.theconfusedmillennial.com/per
sonal-financial-audit/

households are common. By 2050
we’ll see more shared housing,
like multi-family households,
duplexes and granny flats. COVID
has already started that trend.
By 2050, homes will be retrofitted
or newly built to be smarter and
more sustainable. The value of
remaining single-family homes on
large lots will go sky high.
One thing that won’t change...
location, location, location will still
dominate in real estate. The
question is what locations will be
important in 2050? Some ocean-
front properties will be
underwater, while new cities may
spring up in the middle of
nowhere. No matter what, real
estate will get more valuable.
Maybe it’s time to buy an
investment property? A larger
home? Let me know what you
need.

Back in 2015, I remember
wondering how our housing will
look by the time we reach 2050,
when the world’s population is
expected to reach 9 to 10 billion.
In 2015 the population was 7.3
billion. Today it's close to 7.7
billion. That's an increase of 400
million people in five years, about
the entire population of Canada
and the US in 5 years. And it will
continue to increase exponentially.
Exponential growth is not a steady
increase of the same amount, but a
percentage of an ever-increasing
base. Over the next five years, we’ll
have twice the current population
of the US and Canada, 850 million
more people in the world.
So if housing has been feeling
crowded, there's a reason for that.
What will that do to availability,
prices, and home styles? Consider
household size. Today single-family

This just tickled my funny bone!

Update: What Will Homes Be Like in 2050?
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What is the only naturally-occurring, edible,
plant-based source of vitamin D?AUGUST QUIZ QUESTION

A wise wizard saw a horse crying in a field. The horse
was fine and had good qualities. But it told the wizard,
“I wish I could be more beautiful.”

The wizard said, “Well, this is your lucky day. I can
make you more beautiful. Tell me in what you want to
change.”

The horse said, “It seems to me that I am not well
proportioned. My neck is too short. If you can make
my neck a little longer, my upper body will be more
beautiful. And if you can make my legs longer and
thinner, then I will look more beautiful in my lower
body. And if you could give me more stamina, I will be
even better than I am now.”

The wise wizard said, “I understand!” Then he turned
the horse into a camel.

But the horse cried out, “No, I wanted to be more
beautiful. Why did you make me an ugly camel?”

The wizard said, “But this is what you asked for.”

The horse cried, “No, I wanted a graceful neck with a

strong round jaw. I wanted strong legs that could run
like the wind. I wanted a fine tail to swat the flies.

So the wizard said, “That sounds like a very fine
creature. Would you like to become that creature?”

“Yes,” said the camel. And so the wizard turned him
into a horse, and the horse was happy.

Story: Appreciating the Perfection that Is You

Basic Skills from the 1960’s vs. Today—How Do You Stack Up?
The science fiction writer Robert A. Heinlein in the 1960’s wrote:

“A human being should be able to change a diaper, plan an invasion,
butcher a hog, conn a ship, design a building, write a sonnet, balance
accounts, build a wall, set a bone, comfort the dying, take orders, give
orders, cooperate, act alone, solve equations, analyze a new problem,
pitch manure, program a computer, cook a tasty meal, fight efficiently,
die gallantly. Specialization is for insects.”

That was the 60's. Today you’d need 3/4 of Heinlein’s list, plus a few
more he didn’t mention, despite a prodigious imagination:

 Operate a smart phone
 Search the Internet using

Boolean search parameters
 Distinguish between organic,

GMO and non-organic foods
 Cook using a microwave

• Manage social media accounts
• Distinguish fact from fiction in

the news and images
• Buy a house… actually I added

that one. Call me to find out
how.



Want to Win a $10 Coffee Card?
It’s easy to play! Answer the quiz question on page 2. Each month, all
correct entries have a chance of winning a coffee card. Put the word
QUIZ in the subject and email it to: tim@LordRealEstateGroup.com

Last Month's Question: Which is larger: Canada or the US?
Answer: Canada (3,855,100 sq miles) is slightly larger than
the US (3,796,742 sq miles).

Congratulations to last month’s winner!

Thank You!
Thank You friends

I appreciate your referrals. I hope you’ll
feel comfortable introducing me to the

people in your life you care about.

The Top Three Reasons People Avoid Yoga
3. It's not my religion. Because of the Hindi foundations

of Yoga, some see it as a religious practice. While it is
used in a religious context in some places, yoga
practiced purely for its health benefits is also a
powerful tool that results in better blood flow and
brain function.

The world is
filled with
religious
practices that
have become
secular, and
yoga has gone
mainstream.

1. I don't know how. While there are different
"brands" of yoga, most fitness trainers focus on
Hatha yoga. To get started, beginners can watch
Hatha yoga videos, follow illustrations on a
website, or best of all attend a beginner’s class
for instruction.

2. I don't get it. Yoga is not immediately intuitive to
many people the way something like kickboxing
is...they get that without explanation. Yoga, on
the other hand, can sound "woo-woo," and so
they avoid it. If you want to live a healthier
lifestyle, bolster your strength, increase your
blood flow, relax more, breathe better, and gain
greater control over appetite, Yoga is an
excellent resource.

The Best App Ever Invented…
If you don’t have enough apps yet, then here’s a new one for you.
This app can change the way you and millions of people function
every day.

It’s called Self Control, and it blocks
sites like Facebook, Instagram,
SnapChat, Twitter, and yes, even
TikTok. It blocks any site for a
specified period of time to help you
minimize distractions while getting
other things done.

Self Control is hard to install, but once
it's set up, it integrates with many
systems, including food, exercise,
money, and relationships!

Free Report

When Should You
Stop Renting and
Buy Your First Home?
This choice often comes down to a
financial decision: Can you afford what you
want? But that’s not the whole story.
There are more things to think about when
trying to decide if it’s time to take your
first real estate plunge. Contact me for a
copy of this insightful report.

tim@LordRealEstateGroup.com
317-731-2150
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Q&A: What is a Buyer's Agent?
First, know that a buyer almost never pays for real estate services. You can contact me for help buying a home and
it will cost you nothing to work with me. My fees are paid out of the seller’s proceeds.

A Buyer's Agent is a real estate agent who is contractually obligated to look out for the buyer's interests in a
transaction. While a real estate agent may get additional training to enhance their service to buyers, it's not
necessary. Any real estate agent can be a Buyer's Agent, simply by saying so.

But to make it true in fact, a home buyer should ask to sign a "Buyer’s Representation agreement" with the agent.
(The name of the agreement may change from place to place.) Signing that agreement identifies the role the agent
will play in the transaction.

Without a Buyer-Broker agreement, the real estate agent is always contractually
obligated to the home seller. With the agreement in place, the agent represents
the buyer. If you're buying, let's discuss when and why to sign a Buyer
Representation agreement.
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